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The Origin of Man and the Human Races 

A. G.  Falade, Department of Paediatrics, College of Medicine and University College 

Hospital, Ibadan, Nigeria 

Good day, ladies and gentlemen. Thanks for finding time to attend this symposium at 4pm 

on Friday, 4 April, 2014. By attending this symposium at such a difficult time immediately 

suggests to me that many of you, at least  are not superficial.  

Introduction 

Let me give a brief introduction into what led to organising this symposium.  On the 19 

January, 2014, a 5.4 MB MP4 video by Dr. John David Manning, Ph.D, an African American 

fiery preacher asserted that ‘’the Black man has problems.’’ In that video, I was particularly 

touched by references to the downward turn in the fortunes of post-apartheid South Africa; 

and more so by reference to the unacceptably high under-5s mortality in Nigeria despite we, 

Nigerians being blessed by our Almighty Creator with multibillion petro-dollars from our oil 

and gas industry. I forwarded this to my colleagues, and of course there was a deluge of 

comments for and against J. D. Manning’s unpopular assertion. In the wisdom of professor 

J. O. Lawoyin, who I defer to, I was advised to organize a symposium. Initially, the title was 

to be: ‘’Black Man’s Dilemma,’’ but professor O. O. Malomo suggested the present title, 

which immediately appealed to an overwhelming majority of us. Organizing a symposium of 

this nature required a lot of careful preparation and getting help from On High. I was 

superbly supported by all the other four discussants in this symposium as well as other 

numerous Nigerians….  

The Origin of Man 

If we wish to occupy ourselves through inflexible weighing and utmost refined consideration 

with the origin of Man and later, the human races, we must  not merely think of the colour of 

the skin, the shape of the nose and the characteristics of the hair, but, must consider the 

innermost being of  Man,  the spirit through which the physical cloak is first animated. To 

understand how the human spirit was cloaked with flesh and blood, knowledge of the 

structure of Creation is  desirable. 

First Creation 

I quote :‘’Upon the Act of the Will of God expressed in the Holy words ‘’Let there be Light!’’, 

the rays shot beyond the border of the Divine Sphere, and as they proceeded downwards, 

they cooled off more and more and various entities gradually came to personal 
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consciousness. Each minute change in the cooling off process, spans immense spaces and 

distances, which the human spirit can never understand and conceive.  

The first deposit from the Divine Sphere holds the greatest values and could therefore 

produce self-consciousness immediately. It produced the so-called Primordial Beings, 

whereas the deposit precipitated after this first deposit is not quite so strong and must 

gradually develop towards consciousness. From this second deposit the human spirits 

originate. Thus, it can be seen that the Primordial Beings stand at the highest heights in 

Creation, while the human spirits emerged only from a still further deposit. Naturally even at 

their full maturity the human spirits cannot reach the height of the much more valuable and 

significant Primordial Beings, but must remain on the level of their own species! It is only far 

below the Sphere of the Primordial Beings that Paradise lies! Further down, still due to this 

cooling off, definite precipitation forms and remains behind – the Animistic, until finally only 

Ethereal Substance and Gross Matter sink still further.’’  

The Coming into Being of Man on Earth 

‘’As explained above, the origin of man lies far above the four dimensions that are physically 

evident to us, which is time and space of the Worlds of Matter- it lies in the Spiritual Realm 

(Paradise). Inconceivably long time ago the human spirit as an unconscious spirit germ was 

‘’expelled ‘’ from Paradise. This was no punishment, but one of the great mercies of the 

Creator, who permitted fulfilment of the urge for development and becoming conscious that 

is inherent in every unconscious spirit-germ. 

The development of an unconscious spirit-germ, however, cannot take place in the Spiritual 

Realm, which is perfect and therefore allows no errors, but only in the Worlds of Matter lying 

below it, to which the gross matter of our earth also belongs. Only the much coarser 

influences and impressions of this world can enable an unconscious spirit-germ to come to 

an awakening and finally to become conscious of itself. Therefore spirit-germs had to 

incarnate in physical bodies in order to receive the necessary instrument for their maturing in 

the World of Gross matter.’’ 

The First Set of Incarnations 

How did the first set of human beings get to the earth since there were no human mothers 

on earth? The unconscious spirit germs or spirit seeds that left Paradise on their journey to 

the earth passed through various intervening regions of the beyond described above  where 

they achieved a measure of development. By the time they got close to the earth, a great 

deal of development had already taken place on earth. For at that point the earth was 

already midway in its cycle of development and many creatures including non-human 
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animals had already come into existence. The most highly developed of the animals could 

already make use of various aids for their sustenance and defence. Those animals that had 

reached the peak of their development, and had become as close to humans as an animal 

could possibly be, formed the bridge for the human souls in the immediate beyond to enter 

the earth.  Thus, it happened that when acts of procreation took place among these animals, 

when the animals became pregnant, instead of animal souls incarnating in their wombs, 

fresh immature human spirits incarnated in them. The immediate offspring had animal  

 

Human Evolution

 

bodies but their inner cores, their real selves, were human spirits. Hence, the cartoon in the 

invite briefly portrays in sharp relief, the evolution of the HUMAN BODY from that of our 

closest cousin, the chimpanzee (or perhaps, in the light of current knowledge, the bonobo, 

which is a specie of chimpanzee, that is better advanced than the regular chimpanzee we 

are familiar with). Between the most highly developed ape (erroneously described as 

primeval men) which, have become extinct, and the first man, the scientific Adam (in real 

time there were many’’ Adams’’), there was ''a quantum leap''; the so-called missing link that 

the intellectual anthropologists laboriously sought after unsuccessfully. The missing link is 

the incarnation of the human spirit (as described above) into developing body of the baby in 

the womb of female most highly developed ape which has become extinct. 

 

More and more fresh human spirits then incarnated in these and subsequent offsprings 

which were spiritual. Under the control of human spirits, and over millions of years, the 

animal bodies were gradually refined until the present human bodies were attained. It should 

be emphasized that only the first set of human spirits incarnated in the bodies of the most 

highly developed animals. The animals merely formed a temporary bridge.  Those animals, 

which were like the present anthropoid apes, became extinct shortly after. They had fulfilled 

their ordained function as temporary bridges for human spirits to reach the earth. Thereafter, 

members of that species of animals no longer came into existence and, therefore, 

incarnation in animal bodies was no longer possible, nor necessary. The process was 

possible because of the homogeneity or closeness that existed between the highest level of 

development of that particular animal species and the lowest level of development of the 

human spirit. This is a manifestation of one of the three major Laws of Nature, the Law of 
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Attraction of Homogenous Species, which is immutable and has been in existence since 

Creation. 

‘’We have an illustration in the Bible of this decisive event: ‘And the Lord God formed man of 

the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a 

living soul’’ (Genesis 2, 7). 

The ‘’making ‘’ or ‘’forming’’ of the dust expresses the long chain of evolution of life in the 

material sphere, from the first cell right up to the most highly evolved animal, in which as 

‘’the breath of life’’ the spirit-germ then incarnated.’’ 

 

Origin of Human Races 

As stated earlier, the spirit-germs in the animal bodies matured through varied experiences, 

and raised the animal bodies to the human body known to us today. Furthermore, they 

separated themselves into races and nations. Consequently, each race developed at its own 

rate.  

 
After the Fall of Man, a group of early human beings migrated northwards from East Africa. 

Then, effects of the weather conditions, led to changes in the external features of their 

bodies: loss of melanin (white skin), breaking of the di-sulphide bonds in the hairs 

(straight hairs) and the long and narrow noses.  A small group among the Whites could 

advance spiritually and see progressively upwards from the Ethereal Realms, through the 

Animistic Realms to the Spiritual Realms.  

With the Jews recognising the emptiness of their own souls through strong emotional 

upheavals after the well known and oppressive scourge of the Egyptians, they outstripped all 

others spiritually. And it is understandable that the Son of God, Jesus, the Christ, the Love of 

God personified, could incarnate among them. Jesus Christ brought to us the tidings from 

Divine Realm. Whereas, among the lower races the so-called medicine-man and sorcerers 

came into being, whose caste was founded by clairvoyant persons, who could only see base 

entities. Hence, the fear and worship of demons among the lower human races. 

What the slides on The Secrets of the Rich Nations beautifully described as ‘‘attitudes’’ could 

generally be referred to as the ''quality of the human spirit''. This comprises: 

1. Ethics as basic principles. 

2. Integrity. 

3. Responsibility. 

4. The respect for Laws and Regulations. 

5. The respect from majority of citizens by right. 

6. The love of work. 

7. The effort to save and invest. 

8. The will to be productive 

9. Punctuality. 
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Above attitudes are embraced by a higher proportion of the whites as compared to a lower 

proportion among the Blacks. Therein lies the difference. 
  

A 1-minute-eight-second excerpt from a track of one of the classics of Chief 

Commander Ebenezer Obey: Iwa Ika Ko Pe Ara Mi leaves no doubt that we are like this 

because of ''TEMBELEKUN''. 

Now, look at this gory scene: Is it surprising then, that in the 21st century, this is possible in 

Nigeria?    

 

The Cures 

So, if we must overcome all the self inflicted challenges we must do away with 

‘’TEMBELEKUN’’ and embrace the nine good ‘’attitudes’’. 

We can also summarize these good values more succinctly by: 

●Cultivating and refining the gift of intuition 

●Being simple in thought, word and deed 

●Cultivating harmony and balance in relating with our fellow men 

●Honouring and affirming Nature 

●Manifesting beauty and nobility as a matter of course 

 

Conclusion 

 

Yet, racism is a consequence of spiritual immaturity! Knowledge of reincarnation clearly 

supports this. A happening such as reincarnation does not halt before the barriers of 

religions and nationalities erected by the human mind.  

...''A Christian is very often a Jew in his next life on earth, only to be a Christian again later, 

and vice versa; naturally also it is just the same with adherents of other religions.''  

I will conclude with this quotation: 

''Thus all earthmen are of the same origin. The only difference between them is to be sought 

in the spiritual development and maturity, which lies with each human spirit personally on 

account of its free will. Only when looked at in this way does one arrive at the right 

''standpoint'' for harmonious co-operation between all the races and peoples: They should 

not stand above and below one another, but side by side.'' 

(Herbert Vollmann in his book, A Gate Opens, essay entitled ''The Origin of Man and the 

Human Races'') 

 

Declaration  

 
The source of the spiritual explanation that I gave to unravel the Black man’s dilemma during 

my lecture on The Origin of Man and the Human Races is taken from the three-volume 
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Work, containing 168 lectures, ‘In the Light of Truth’ The Grail Message by Abd-ru-shin 

which mediates the knowledge of the structure of Creation and its Laws. On the foundation 

of this lawfulness, it answers the most important questions of our life. Who are we? Where 

do we come from? Where are we going? The Grail Message stands squarely on the ground 

of Christ’s teachings yet independent of religious affiliation. It is a standard Work of 

Knowledge of Creation that also forms a good basis for the convergence of science and 

religion. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

I wish to exhort listeners to this lecture that this article is my personal understanding of the 
subject based on the little appreciation I am able to draw from the Knowledge contained in 
the Work, In the Light of Truth, The Grail Message. The fact that excerpts have been taken 
from The Grail Message should not be understood to mean that all the views expressed 
herein are those of the Bringer of The Grail Message.  

 

 


